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MIRIAM T. ROONEY:

International Organizations and
International Lawt
The United Nations has no power-this statement is heard so frequently
from collaborators no less than critics, that it amounts to a rule of thumb.
Like all rules of thumb, too ready an acceptance, without analytical examination, can be quite deceptive. The insistent question, which must be
answered, remains,- Is it true? If viewed from the standpoint of the strict
legal construction that prevails among the professionals, it is obviously true
that the United Nations has no power other than that which has been given
to it by the member states. Unlike the states, it lacks sovereignty, its
powers being strictly limited by the terms of its Charter. If viewed from the
functional standpoint, however, the statement is necessarily subject to
more liberal construction, since many ideas, expressed in measures
adopted by formal vote, have come to prevail in the ways of carrying on
relations between sovereign states that cross national boundaries.
Although the United Nations may lack power in the usual jurisdictional
sense, it is not without influence in the legal activities of men and of
nations. Other international organizations, which have likewise been established by treaties, to carry out specific tasks across state lines, have also
been effective in modifying legal ideas during the current century.
Among jurists, the basic question to be answered is whether, and to
what extent, guidelines agreed upon in international instruments are
obligatory as a matter of law, and which may be considered binding in the
moral sense only. The question of the juridicity of international organizations therefore, restates, in different terms, the question that used to be
spoken of as legal sanction. In an increasingly complex world, the theory of
juridical obligation has yielded place to analytical observations of the
precise activities through which acknowledgment of law is manifested in
the lives of men. The exact nature or quality of the sanction of law has not
*Miss Rooney is Professor-Emeritus at Seton Hall University School of Law, Representative at the United Nations for the World Peace Through Law Centre and a member of the
Bars of the District of Columbia and New Jersey.
tPaper delivered to the Eighth International Congress of the International Academy of
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yet been clarified, but rather extended, from the personal and local, to the
collective and world stage.
Divergent views of the bindingness of law reach beyond optimistic and
pessimistic temperaments. In doing so, they point to differences in philosophies of law, which are polarized between the explicit and the implicit.
The fundamental question upon which the answers have separated in the
past is whether the binding quality of law is to be found in written words
exclusively, or whether there is something over and above the written
symbols which is sought for in the normal expectations of human behavior.
Ultimately, the solemn formalities of treaties among nations are now entered into in reliance on good faith, even when preponderant military
capabilities may also be present. Indeed it has been the excessive reliance
on the threat or use of force, which has itself been renounced by treaties in
an increasingly humanistic civilization. The result is an implicit foundation
for the bindingness of law which is no less obligatory because it is not set
out in written symbols exclusively, but is to be found in "good faith"
instead.
This report has been prepared on the assigned topic -the juridical nature of acts of international organizations and jurisdictions and their
effects on internallaw-insofar as the legal system of the United States of
America is involved. To provide detailed information and citations, a
booklength manuscript is needed, and this would recite the history of the
foreign relations of the United States as documented in the treaties to
which it has become a party. The reason for this ultimate reliance on the
obligatory quality of formal treaties is the Constitution of the United States
itself, which was adopted as the frame of the government in 1789. Because
the Constitution not only delegates power to the Federal Government, but
also limits it, the treaty-making power of the Government from the beginning has been quite different from that traditional in the monarchies of
Europe, and in the derivative or successor governments which have inherited jurisdiction there in one form or another since the days of the
Roman Empire. The innovative character of these constitutional provisions
has led to misunderstandings often enough to call for a brief restatement of
the premises before turning attention to the contemporary international
organizations as such, and their impact upon domestic law.
Although the government of the United States was built upon the natural
law foundations prevailing in Europe at the time the Constitution was
adopted, the basis of its authority is to be found in words, carefully set
forth, in the first written constitution to be found anywhere. The founding
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. 1
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fathers who drafted the Constitution were themselves educated in the
so-called natural law principles, and alluded to them frequently in their
writings, but they were also familiar with the traditions of codified law,
especially those prevailing in France previous to the Napoleonic Code.
Indeed, because of their quarrels with the British colonial administration, and their appreciation of the military aid supplied by France during
the American Revolution, there was some sentiment expressed in those
days for the adoption of the French legal system. Eventually the so-called
"grass roots," or democratic elements of the English common law prevailed over the imperialistic or authoritarian aspects of the Civil Codes of
Spain, France, The Netherlands, and the other colonial powers of western
Europe. The notion of a written or textual statement of the fundamental
principles upon which the government was constructed, provided special
advantages of clarity however, in setting up guidelines for a new state.
Ultimately, unwritten law was excluded to such an extent that Americans
in their daily conduct are more likely to ask, "Is there a law against it?"
than, "Is it wrong?"
The difference between law and morals in human relations has been
accentuated thereby, and the obligatoriness of law has been associated with
verbalisms to a degree not always intelligible to persons in doubt about
how to proceed where there are gaps in the written law, or when confronted by an "unprovided case." Considerable flexibility, and experimentation with legal devices, has resulted, where no formally enacted
prohibitions are to be found. Within the constitutional law itself, however,
there is an absolute reliance on the words of the text, even though the
diction may be subject to strict construction sometimes, and a liberal
construction at other times.
Among the gaps in the constitutional law of the United States, none has
given rise to more uncertainty than the authority to conduct foreign relations. The difficulties have multiplied as international affairs have become
continually more complex through modern advances in physics, biology
and chemistry. Especially during the current century, as an aftermath of
World Wars I and 1I, the multiplication of states choosing the responsibilities of self-government in preference to colonial dependence, has
given rise to collaborative undertakings which go far beyond the military
alliances which were the customary grounds for agreements between nations when monarchs held exclusive power.
A constitution which was innovative among the primarily agricultural
communities which adopted it in 1789, has endured with astonishing virility, and very few amendments, through eras of tremendous expansion in
industry and commerce. Through unique juridical capabilities, many of the
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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early gaps have been filled, not always through legislative enactments, but
rather through court decisions, case by case, as fact situations have been
presented for adjudication Linder the provisions of existent law. Textual
interpretations of the prescriptive rules as applicable to actual cases have
resulted less in a dead-hand legal order than in a living Constitution which
grows with the need. Admittedly the process is slow, but so are all methods
of changing fundamental law-and intentionally so, in groping toward future situations whose impacts cannot be foreseen.
The use of the adversary technique, which in theory makes available to
the United States Supreme Court, preceding experience, and argument
submitted by both sides, in litigation presented for adjudication within the
terms of the Constitution, results in rulings which amount to guidelines
where legislative provisions determined in advance are lacking. What the
process omits in rationalized planning in the abstract, it achieves by evaluations in the concrete. The means used differ from those customarily
adopted in codified legal systems, by placing greater responsibility on the
Judiciary for the growth of the law. The technique is complex, if not
difficult to comprehend. Its functioning must be understood, however, if
the capacities of the United States Government in the conduct of its
relationships with partners in international organizations are to be based
upon realities instead of false assumptions, or theoretical abstractions.
Since foreign affairs were much less important in 1789 than they have
since become, there is no specific provision in the United States Constitution for their conduct, and no grant or delegation of power to any
single official to commit the nation to a binding agreement. The President
speaks for the country in expressing policy, and, as the Chief Executive, he
carries on communications abroad. It is the Congress which declares war,
which the President, as the Commander-in-Chief of the military forces, is
then empowered to conduct. It is the Congress which has the power to
coin money, arrange for post roads, regulate commerce between the states
and with foreign countries, and levy taxes on imports as well as domestic
matters.
The President, through his Cabinet, may initiate communications on any
of these topics as a matter of policy, but he must present the results' to
Congress-either for the advice and consent of the Senate, or to both
Houses of Congress for implementing legislation, as the case may require.
Furthermore, if and whenever, the constitutional authority of either the
President or Congress to act on any of these and similarly specified subjects is challenged, the question of constitutionality may be brought before
the Supreme Court for decision. This process may take years, but there is
no statute of limitations applicable to .jurisdiction.
International Lawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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As a practical matter, because the President and the Congress are
elected by the people, in accordance with prescribed forms, they are
usually in agreement on carrying out measures which they are certain have
the support of a majority of the people. Dissent is not only possible,
however, but listened to in the expression of views on policy, no less than
in the adversary proceedings brought before the courts for adjudication, so
that when opinion is divided, uncertainty of result may continue until a
definitive decision is made in accordance with constitutional authority.
How, then, may a foreign government rely on any position taken on behalf
of the United States? Here the Constitution is clear. Treaties are specially
mentioned as constituting the supreme law of the land. The treaty-making
power is then, under the Constitution, the basis of legal commitment in
international affairs.
The power to make treaties has itself become a matter for litigation and
adjudication in recent years. The issue arose with respect to subject matter-are migratory birds a proper subject for the exercise of the
treaty-making power under the United States Constitution? Recognizing
birds among the national resources of a nation, which are suitable for
conservation as a national asset, the Governments of Canada and the
United States entered into a treaty looking toward the protection of the
migratory birds which crossed their international boundaries. The constitutional formalities in the United States were duly carried out through
negotiations and signature by the Executive, and ratification with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The State of Missouri, claiming its own public interest in protecting the
birds which passed over its territory, challenged the authority of the Federal Government to utilize the treaty-making power to supervene the legislative powers of the State. The State's argument was that the Federal
Government is a Government of delegated powers only, under the Constitution, and that the protection of birds was not enumerated under the
powers specifically delegated by the States to the Federal Government;
like the powers to declare war, or to coin money, are. In effect, it was
suggested, in the arguments before the United States Supreme Court, that
this innovative use of the treaty-making power was ultra vires, and contrary to the specific provisions of the Constitution. The issue in the case
eventually went beyond the resolution of the conflict between the power of
the Missouri Legislature and the power of the Federal Government to
provide for the protection of migratory birds.
The Supreme Court decided against the Missouri argument and in favor
of the Federal position, that treaties duly entered into force became the
supreme law of the land under the Constitution, and therefore take priority
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. 1
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over State laws. By implication and subsequent interpretation, this decision
extended the treaty-making power of the Federal Government beyond the
subjects specifically enumerated as delegated by the States. No longer was
the Federal Government to be limited in the negotiation and adoption of
treaties by the reservation to the States of powers which were not specifically enumerated. The case of Missouri v. Holland (
) therefore
established a principle which has had far-reaching effects on the power of
the United States Government, in the twentieth century, to enter treaties
whose subject-matter could not have been foreseen in the eighteenth. The
matter of membership in contemporary international organizations is obviously involved.
Subsequently, an additional argument-that the very fact of nationhood
implied by the Constitution itself, required the Federal Government to
maintain good faith with other nations in the use of the treaty-making
power-has further modified the notion of incapacity to commit the nation
to international obligations with respect to subjects not specifically delegated by the States.This argument not only appears to preclude the Supreme Court from going beyond form into substance in its later decisions,
but it also appears to strike down any limitations on the power of the Chief
Executive to negotiate international agreements on practically any subject
of international concern, providing only, that with respect to treaties, the
Senate consents.
What if the consent of the Senate is not asked-are there any constitutional limits upon the Executive power in international affairs that can
be considered binding without the formalities of a treaty? The so-called
Executive Agreements made with other nations have had considerable
impact on domestic law, whether or not the approval of Congress has been
sought and obtained in one form or another. Some have argued that as a
principle of international law, good faith among sovereign nations must
prevail with respect to agreements, whether verbal or written. Since the
treaty-making power involves the yielding of sovereignty to some degree,
and since the protection of sovereignty has recently taken on new importance to the peoples of each country because of the values they place on
the natural resources of their territory and on the right to self-government,
it appears that the resolution of conflicting provisions of international law
and constitutional law covering local interests may not yet have been
finally determined.
The question of the impact upon domestic, local or internal law, of
international entities which have been organized in accordance with treaty
provisions, can give rise to continuing dispute if it be approached from the
standpoint of abstract theory. If, however, it be examined from the standInternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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point of concrete responses to actual needs at a precise moment in time,
the effects may be definite, although not necessarily final. In fact, the
resulting structures may be kept under continual review for their practical
utility. This cannot mean that the law lacks stability and is variable in the
equality of its administration, but rather that our knowledge of its provisions and their implications grow, and their applicabilities are expanded to
meet the needs of ongoing life. Basic law necessarily conforms with nature,
so that its expression must be continually revised.
During the twentieth century, several attempts have been made to reconcile the local, "grass roots," desire for regularity of law to meet expectations encountered beyond the borders of the local environment.
Against periodic manifestations of rigidity in court procedures, the Common Law had long ago developed a parallel system known as Equity,
which permitted greater use of discretion in adjudication, in addition to
devising different remedies, such as injunction, recission, and specific performance, instead of money damages, in private disputes, or of fines and
imprisonment, in the public or criminal law. Equity, it is said, acts in
personam and not in rem. This has introduced a subjective element which
at times appears to develop into arbitrariness.
With the swing of the pendulum back toward greater objectivity, renewed emphasis on the explicit texts of written law again becomes manifest, and Equity is superceded in legal studies by legislation, and the
implementation of Administrative Law. As the demands upon law increase
in an expanding economy, and over wide geographic areas, legislative as
well as judicial processes tend to lag, however, in prescribing guidelines.
Expectations of good faith and honesty in making agreements then reintroduce aspects of the ancient Equity system to meet the requirements of fair
dealing, precluding mental reservations, or outright deception. This trend
brings forward a renewed desire for implicit law to supplement the explicit
texts. In the international law field, where explicit legislation has continually lagged behind contemporary needs, the expectations of good faith
have necessarily had to turn to principles of the Equity system, now
included under the term, implicit law.
In a comparable trend, modern constitutional law has moved away from
concentration on the specifically delegated, or enumerated, powers, of a
specific text, and toward recognition of some implied powers. Nevertheless
the treaty-making power continues to be relied upon for explicit governmental commitments, which are then subjected to careful scrutiny before
ratification is authorized. This process is necessarily slow, and there are
many treaties, both bilateral and multilateral, which have been negotiated
and signed under Executive powers which still await Senate advice and
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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consent to ratification, and there are other treaties which have been duly
ratified, and have therefore become the supreme law of the land in constitutional terms, but which lack essential implementing legislation by the
Congress to make them effectual. Increasingly, constitutional limitations of
governmental powers appear applicable to specific texts which must necessarily become more detailed, to meet the multiple complexities of contemporary life across national boundaries. Although implicit law has not replaced explicit provisions governing treaty-making, there appears now to
be a trend away from the rigidities of strict interpretation toward greater
flexibility in order to experiment with new juridical devices hopefully more
efficient in regulating modern activities.
The Executive Agreement is one of these devices which has come into
common use since World Wars I and II. Executive Agreements, not being
found among the specifically delegated or enumerated powers under the
Constitution, have generally been accepted under the implied powers.
They do not require ratification as formal treaties do. However, since they
involve foreign affairs, and therefore, national integrity and good faith, the
Chief Executive has usually presented them to Congress, especially when
implementing legislation is required to make them effective. Through this
process the Executive Agreements may supervene the laws of the several
states, as well as prior statutes enacted by Congress. The Trade Agreements, which came into general use in commercial policy by Congressional
enactment in 1934, are the most familiar examples of this practice.
Less frequently subjected to analysis and determination under the judicial process are the Executive Agreements for the establishment of military
bases abroad, which Congress authorized originally under the Lend Lease
Act of 1941. Since the beginning of World War II, so many Executive
Agreements have been made with allied governments under the general
authority of the war-powers clause of the Constitution, that it has become
difficult for the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations to keep an
up-to-date record of the precise commitments made by the Chief Executive
and Commander in Chief. In general, Congressional enactment has accompanied Executive Agreements of a serious nature, but the precise scope of
specific texts has not been determined by judicial decision in many situations, such as the Tonkin Gulf Resolution of the Senate, whose implications, in view of the current military engagement in Vietnam, have not yet
been clarified, notwithstanding extensive Hearings held by the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee several years after the Resolution was
passed. The impact, even when supported by Congressional enactment,
which similar Executive Agreements may have upon local laws within the
several States, may, be illustrated by the calling out of the Reserve units,
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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often spoken of as the National Guard, to substitute for, or supplement, the
regularly enlisted armed forces in special situations. The withdrawal of
these citizen soldiers from private business activities while they serve
temporarily under Federal orders, is regulated by laws respecting return to
civilian employment and compensation, so that Executive decisions involving police action across national frontiers may have far-reaching effects
upon domestic affairs.
With the multiplication of international organizations in which the
United States accepts membership, the nature of the commitments undertaken by the Government, whether through formal treaties, less formal
executive agreements, or Congressional authorization, either before or
after the commitment, raise constitutional issues of considerable complexity, especially through their effect upon domestic laws and regulations,
federal, state, and municipal. Recalling that under the Constitution all
powers not delegated to the Federal Government are reserved to the
States, membership in the United Nations itself, and the supplementary
Headquarters Agreement, has tremendous impact on the police, fire, health
and similar laws in force in the State and City of New York. Land titles
and the taxing power are also affected. Obviously sovereignty is yielded to
a considerable degree, and local legislative proposals can be introduced
only upon consideration of the impact of the supervening international
commitments.
World Health Organization immunization certificates are accepted at
face value under local health regulations. The price of postage stamps on
mail addressed to other countries is collected by the Federal postal administration through its local post offices, in accordance with regulations of the
International Postal Union. It is not necessary to multiply illustrations like
these in order to comprehend the pervading impact of international entities
upon local laws, regulations, and governmental administration. Those
which result from explicit provisions of written agreements covering conditions of membership in the United Nations and its specialized agencies,
usually come into force through the implementation of domestic legislation.
An additional effect may be noted in the operation of such a specialized
agency as the International Labor Organization. Measures adopted by the
annual Conference of the ILO become part of the Labor Code. It is not
only recommended but hoped and expected that such provisions will be
implemented by enactment into local law, and when such domestic legislation is passed and comes into force, the effect on domestic law can be
noted in precise terms. But there is further impact, which is more intangible
to be sure, that results from the influence of the Organization's activities
through the force of public opinion. It is required that the Delegates report
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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actions taken by the Organization to their Governments, and that they
report back to the Organization the actions taken by their Governments in
pursuance of the actions of the Conference. If official Delegates year after
year report no activity by their domestic legislatures in implementation of
provisions of the Labor Code, public opinion may have persuasive force
which physical force, or deprivation of participation does not have. The
influence of the Organization, over and above written statutes, may therefore have implicit rather than explicit effect.
A particularly important aspect of this kind of implicit effect of an
international entity on local law is currently observable also in the parent
organization of the United Nations itself. The Special Committee, appointed in accordance with a Resolution of the General Assembly, on Principles
of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation
among States, has devoted many sessions to making explicit the principal
legal obligations which are implicit in the terms of the Charter. The device
of authorizing a Special Committee to explore juridical aspects of the basic
treaty is itself a unique innovation in the progressive development and
codification of international law, which is a specific function of the General
Assembly under the Charter. Twenty-five years of intense political, economic and legal activity have passed since the Charter was signed, but the
specific obligations undertaken by governments upon their admission to
membership have not yet been juridically determined.
It is now the expectation of the Special Committee that it may formulate
at least seven basic principles in a Declaration which may be adopted by
the General Assembly before the twenty-fifth year of the United Nations is
completed. The Declaration form is preferred, rather than a Convention,
since the latter would amount to an amendment to the Charter. Although a
Declaration has no legally binding quality in the traditional sense, unless
and until it is formally adopted as the law of the land through regular
constitutional procedures within each country, it may have considerable
effect nevertheless as implicit law if its text is adopted by unanimous
consent instead of majority vote in the General Assembly. Unanimity by
126 nations on basic legal principles in the Charter constitutes a new way
of attesting acceptance of the foundations of international law throughout
the world, notwithstanding divergences in legal systems and local customs.
In carrying out its function of advancing the progressive development
and codification of international law in accordance with the Charter, several methods have been utilized by the United Nations. First of all, the
Statute of the International Court of Justice was annexed to the Charter as
originally drafted. This provided a machinery for the settlement of disputes
between nations if and when the jurisdiction of the Court is accepted. For
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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one reason or another, not enough disputes have been brought to the Court
for adjudication. Various suggestions have been made with respect to the
reorganization of the Court in order to increase judicial, in preference to
political, consideration of United Nations problems. Division of the bench
into panels, regional courts, sessions elsewhere than at The Hague, and the
amendment of the Statute to permit individual claimants to be heard, as
well as states, as parties litigant, have been proposed, but so far only the
Advisory opinion procedure has been permitted to modify the rigid traditional form of adversary arguments on behalf of States. The jurisprudence
resulting from adjudications is still too slender to meet the complex needs
of contemporary law between nations.
Shortly after the United Nations was established, a second juridical
effort was attempted, when the General Assembly established the International Law Commission. A procedure comparable to advisory opinions by the Court was initiated with requests to the Commission by the
General Assembly for declarations of legal principles on specific problems,
such as statelessness, conclusions of the Nurnberg Tribunal along lines of
an international criminal law, and the rights and duties of states. This
process not only proved to be slow, but left much to be desired from the
viewpoint of the different legal systems represented by the increasing
membership. The International Law Commission preferred a thorough
method of analysis and draftsmanship along traditional lines, in which the
combined expertise of the Commissioners could be utilized in stating what
international law is generally understood to be on specific topics. This
method has now begun to produce unusually authoritative texts, in the
form of treaties, which become local law in each member state when
adopted according to the local constitutional procedure.
Such topics as diplomatic and consular customs, law of the sea, and the
principles of law accepted as part of the treaty-making process itself, have
occupied the attention of the International Law Commission during the
first twenty years of its existence, and resulted in multipartite conventions,
adopted by diplomatic conferences of plenipotentiaries, convened for the
specific purpose of agreeing upon principles which can be universally
accepted by the member states upon ratification in accordance with their
several constitutions. The work of the International Law Commission has
been so patiently and carefully done, for the purpose of including principles
which are basic in diverse legal systems, that the topics selected are
necessarily few, but the results command juridical, if not always complete
political, assent.
The technique of unanimity, rather than majority, or even two-thirds
rule, which has marked the work of the International Law Commission, in
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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accepting its formulations of international law principles, has proved to be
a source of great strength. By reaching agreement beforehand, after each
member state has had the opportunity of studying and commenting upon
the language proposed, misunderstandings that could lead to disputes can
be minimized, if not entirely prevented. If and when it is still necessary for
a member state to express dissent on a particular point, opportunity remains for traditional use of reservation clauses, which may be a condition
of ratification. Where gaps remain which are too broad to be bridged by
unanimous vote of affirmation, supplementary conventions may be worked
out through the same process, which can have the nature of amendments,
as illustrated in the first and second conferences on the law of the sea, or in
the recent treaty on Special Missions, which extends the diplomatic and
consular conventions to cover current problems that arise with increasing
frequency.
A unique feature of the Treaty on Special Missions is its adoption, not
by a diplomatic conference, but by the General Assembly of the United
Nations, upon recommendation of its Sixth (Legal) Committee, which, in
this instance, acted as a quasi conference of plenipotentiaries. The effect on
the internal law of the member states is unchanged, since the convention is
subject to ratification in the usual way in each state. The likelihood of
ratification is enhanced, however, since the member states are already on
record by formal vote in the General Assembly, in the same way that their
position becomes explicit in conferences of plenipotentiaries.
The degree of national commitment indicated by votes of member States
in the General Assembly remains controversial notwithstanding the innovative tactic of substituting debates in the Sixth Committee for those
customary in a diplomatic conference. Since the Convention on Special
Missions had already been debated at length by the juridical experts who
constitute the International Law Commission before it was submitted to
the Sixth Committee and the General Assembly, its juridical impact on the
internal law of each member state had been subjected to considerable
evaluation by legal advisers in foreign offices everywhere before adoption
by the General Assembly. Having been prepared in the form of a draft
convention, its subsequent ratification procedures differ in no way from
those pertaining to conventions adopted by diplomatic conferences, nor
from those resulting from bipartite negotiations on a limited, rather than a
general, topic proposed for universal observance. The same degree does
not prevail with respect to a Declaration, as distinguished from a Convention, which has been adopted by the General Assembly.
There is a difference in intent manifested in the General Assembly
between procedures with respect to a Convention and those pertaining to a
International Lawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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Declaration. Placing a Convention on the Agenda of the General Assembly was proposed only as a matter of convenience with respect to time and
place. Since many of the jurist delegates were necessarily in attendance at
the Sixth Committee sessions, it was more convenient for them to consider
the 'draft Convention at the same time and place, than to provide for
additional meetings elsewhere, subsequently. Undesirable delay could
thereby be avoided. The obligatory nature of a treaty, once it has been
adopted, signed and ratified, was manifest throughout the debates in the
Sixth Committee, no less than in those previously held in the International
Law Commission itself.
The Declaration form does not purport to become legally binding upon
the member states. It is rather a statement of aspirations, expressed in the
form of general principles. Hopefully it states principles that already exist,
but it tends generally toward the ought of law, rather than the is, as jurists
of the positivistic, or explicit, school use those terms in excluding the moral
aspect from the legal. Indicative of this difference in the degree of obligatoriness is the fact that Declarations do not ordinarily go through the Sixth
(Legal) Committee for debate, but are considered generally from the political, economic or social aspects, for recommendation and report of other
committees, instead. The appeal of a Declaration is to reason and persuasion, and may therefore be no less juridical in nature than a Convention,
but stops short of the threat of enforcement by physical means, which has
been traditional when treaties are breached. Sometimes the basic principles
set forth in a Declaration are also recast in Convention form, in order to
reaffirm their juridical nature in the strongest possible terms, as is the case
with the Declarations and Conventions on Human Rights, as adopted by
the General Assembly. Although the Declaration was adopted unanimously, the Conventions have not yet acquired enough ratifications to
enter into force. The impact on the internal law of the member states is
much less effective, therefore, than some of the provisions on similar topics
in the so-called Labor Code of the International Labor Organization, which
have become internal law through direct legislative enactments of model
statutory provisions in many states without going through the treatymaking process.
There is one feature of the Declaration form which is unique in the
progressive development, as distinguished from the codification, of international law in accordance with the Charter. It points the way along
which advances may be made. It does this by the principle of unanimity.
At no time in the history of the world before the second half of the
twentieth century, has it ever been possible to place on record the unanimous consent of every nation of the organized world to a set of principles
InternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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adopted in the form of a Universal Declaration. The impact on public
opinion, if not always on internal law, has been amazing in less than
twenty-five years. The recorded votes which indicate that consensus has
been reached on such topics as the Rights of the Child, the rejection of
Religious Intolerance, of Discrimination on grounds of race or religion, and
of Colonialism, not only express aspirations of the human heart to be found
everywhere, but they suggest goals for internal legislative measures, which
are no longer dismissed beforehand as unrealistic, and therefore futile in
essence. Consensus among official delegates from the nations of the world
is proving to be a much stronger sanction for legislation than the mightiest
armaments.
Experimentation and empirical methods, in giving form to law, have
already introduced innovations in the infrastructure of the United Nations
which carry the traditional law-making process across national boundaries
far beyond the sphere of influence of the ancient Roman Code. The
settlement of anticipated disputes is still basic in adjudication, and the
provision for an International Court of Justice came first in the sequence of
juridical structures. Advisory opinions by the Court upon request marked a
novel advance, but of limited usefulness. In the hope of obtaining speedier
and less restricted memoranda of advice, the International Law Commission was next established by General Assembly Resolution and accompanying Statute. Aware of the rudimentary nature of the rules, and the
existing gaps, in the rationalization and systematization of international law
principles, the Commission embarked on a codification project which was
conventional in form, being developed topic by topic, not in the abstract,
but in accordance with concrete needs felt in the relations between states.
The complexities of commerce and trade, being identified for the most
part with private, rather than public international law, before the advent of
state trading ventures, having been deferred in the program of the International Law Commission for lack of time, became increasingly insistent
with the expansion of exports and imports, until a second Commission,
concentrating on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) was established
by the General Assembly. Two Commissions not being enough to encompass the increasing juridical needs with professional expertise, the appointment of Special Committees of the General Assembly also began
to discuss such topics as the definition of Aggression, while the Special
Committees on Outer Space and on the Seabed found it necessary to set up
Legal Subcommittees on those topics. With each of these legal bodies
conducting debates which result periodically in Reports and Recommendations to the General Assembly, a body of juridical ideas is being accumulated on the record, which mention such untraditional subjects as the
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"benefit of all mankind" from exploration and exploitation of the seabed,
the measure of damages in case an accident occurs on earth from a vehicle
launched into outer space, proposals for guarantees of capital invested
abroad, the relation of the tax structure to reforms in land tenure, the
abolition of the death penalty as cruel and unusual punishment, and the
world wide need for equality in the administration of justice.
Not all of these Reports are allotted to the Sixth Committee. Some are
considered in the Second (Economic) Committee, and several in the Third
(social) Committee, including the Declaration on Social Development,
which was recently adopted by the General Assembly, after extensive
debate on each paragraph. Resolutions in the Trusteeship Council pay
attention to such matters as indirect complaints arising in the Trust Territories. Through Resolutions adopted by the Economic and Social Council,
such new subjects as Environmental Law find hearing. Reports of the
Specialized Agencies frequently incorporate legal ideas as Resolutions from
such international Conferences as those on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the Teheran Conference on Human Rights. The sources of
juridical ideas and legislative proposals at the United Nations are as multiple as they are challenging.
The impact of Resolutions adopted, through the parliamentary process
and rules of order, by the proliferating Working Groups in the United
Nations family, including the Specialized Agencies, may not have direct
impact on the internal or local law of the member states, but it has become
a new element in enriching the sources of juridical ideas, which can not be
ignored in tlhe progressive development and codification of international
law within the meaning of the Charter.
Perhaps the most significant prospect for the advancement of international law through the United Nations is the work of the Special
Committees on Friendly Relations and Cooperation in International Law
within the meaning of the Charter. The Charter of the United Nations is, of
course, a treaty, whose numerous adherents are the member States of the
Organization. As a treaty the Charter becomes the supreme law of the land
under the Constitution of the United States, but, like other treaties, it
requires implementing legislation enacted by Congress in supervening the
local laws of the fifty states. A new question arises, therefore, as to the
precise meaning of the Charter. What commitments were actually made by
the United States in 1945 when the advice consent of the Senate was given
to its ratification? What obligations were undertaken by the other member
States? The difficult taks of making explicit what is assumed to be implicit
in the Charter is the work of the Special Committee on Friendly Relations... It is obviously a juridical task of the highest order. The ComInternationalLawyer, Vol. 6, No. I
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mittee began its work on the assumption that at least seven principles were
basic, and it has endeavored to reach unanimous agreement on these. The
seven principles are:
1) The principle that States shall refrain in their international relations,
from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the
purposes of the United Nations;
2) The principle that States shall settle their international disputes by
peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and security and
justice are not endangered;
3) The duty not to intervene in matters within the domestic jurisdiction
of any State, in accordance with the Charter;
4) The principle of sovereign equality of States;
5) The duty of States to cooperate with one another in accordance with
the Charter;
6) The principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples;
7) The principle that States shall fulfill in good faith the obligations
assumed by them in accordance with the Charter.
It is the expectation of the Delegates that unanimous agreement on each
of these points can be reached shortly in order that a Declaration embodying these basic principles can be presented for acceptance by the General
Assembly during the 25th year of the existence of the United Nations,
thereby constituting what has been described as a landmark in the progressive development and codification of international law within the meaning
of the Charter.
Most of these principles have been set forth in earlier documents of one
kind or another which have already found very wide acceptance. It has
therefore become the custom to mention them as if they had been formally
adopted. Indeed it is generally assumed that these principles constitute
implicit law even if not yet explicitly stated in code form, so that even the
strictest positivists seem not to question such principles of Equity as are
implied in the term, "good faith."
Although unanimous adoption of a formal Declaration by the General
Assembly would give support no less than clarification of these principles
of international law as basic to the Charter, it is the record of unanimity
which is even more important. This new procedure for verification of the
sources of binding law is itself a landmark in the law-giving process.
Instead of the edict of an emperor giving force to law, there has now been
developed law-making by consensus, on the democratic principle of one
state, one vote. Furthermore, since this process specifically excludes the
threat or use of force, and relies on rationality instead of coercion, it opens
new vistas for orderliness in community life. It is preventive rather than
punitive in its anticipation of disputes. Consensus among the nations of the
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world, no matter how divergent their legal traditions, may eventually be
found much more obligatory in essence than any reliance on force of arms
has yet proved to be.
In the development of law-making by consensus, it is to be noted that
more than one sequence has been worked out. With respect to Human
Rights, there was first the adoption of a Declaration, and afterwards Conventions, prepared for ratification by each member State. In connection
with the United Nations itself, the treaty came first, and later the elaboration of the provisions of the treaty, in the form of a Declaration. It may be
that the method of consensus, in making explicit the basic principles of law
implicit in the treaty, may disclose a stability in the conduct of human
affairs which solemn compacts, negotiated on the basis of compromise, or
unequal bargaining through coercive methods, has not produced. Today it
is treaties, and not Declarations adopted by unanimous consent which have
impact on internal law; tomorrow it may be Declarations which will have
even greater impact than treaties on the internal law of member states.
Although the United Nations is doubtless the primary forum at present
where new legal forms and procedures may be found, it is not the only
international entity which may have impact, or at least influence, on local
law. The European Coal and Steel Community, the European Economic
Community, the OECD, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
being organizations of governments, have their own unique treaties which
affect the internal laws of member states more or less directly, as the terms
of the treaties may provide. There are other new forms of organization
which have been developed in recent years which bridge the traditional
dividing line between public and private law.
Some governments, or government agencies, have sought the protection
of the limited liability status covered by the corporate veil. Other governments have entered with increasing frequency into concession contracts
with private corporations which are commonly spoken of as joint ventures.
In both cases, the corporate entities involved are authorized to function by
the statutory law of some state other than the state directly responsible for
the venture. Sometimes land titles are affected by such arrangements as
leaseholds, and various devices classified under the broad title of rights in
the land of another. The payment of taxes, always subject to exceptions in
recognition of the sovereignty of another state, may require special provisions under the laws of the state incorporating the corporate entity, or of
the state engaged in the enterprise. Manifold problems regarding payments
and currency controls arise which require legislative enactments either
before the concession contract is signed, or afterwards, perhaps in the
nature of special rather than general legislation.
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The change in attitude toward the state, which once kept it above
business activities, to the present situation where states tend to become
deeply involved with business, through terms in procurement contracts, if
not actually operating the business itself, often through monopolies and
franchises, has led to considerable modifications in the law of companies,
corporations, and associations, as well as in patents, copyrights, agencies,
licenses, and subsidiary arrangements. The line between public and private
law has become so blurred that it is scarcely discernible, and the impact of
international entities upon internal laws and regulations, which may be
indirect if not direct, is an expanding phenomenon of modern times.
Because perception, studied observation, and juridical analysis of the
structures being reformed before our eyes are preliminary to charting the
new directions upon which the law is embarked, a survey or outline sketch
has been presented. A whole series of books or treaties is necessary to plot
each sequence in detail. These can tell us where we have been and how far
we have progressed, but are likely to be outdated before they appear in
print, so swiftly is the juridical world moving to keep up with economic and
social change.
Perhaps this short paper, being prepared a year before the meeting at
which it is to be presented, will already seem to be a chapter out of the past
to its audience. It presumes to be nothing more nor less than a summary of
press releases and supporting documents-UN materials for the most
part-which have touched upon the subject matter during recent months.
Before bringing it to a close, a glance should be given to the newest
phenomenon resulting from the treaty power and its combination with the
corporate form-that is, international entities and corporate entities. Reference is made to the phenomenon of the Consortium. At present governing
international enterprises in oil and banking, it finds perhaps its most fascinating commodity in outer space, with the organization of Intelsat for the
merchandising of communications through satellites. The legal order can
never be quite the same as we have known it, once it literally reaches out
of this world.
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